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Characteristic analysis of a complex two-dimensional
magnetohydrodynamic bow shock flow with steady compound shocks
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A simple, compact, and systematic derivation is given of the characteristic properties of the
magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! equations with two independent variables~time-dependent MHD in
thext plane and steady MHD in thexy plane!, based on the symmetrizable Galilean invariant form
of the equations and using a matrix approach. A numerically obtained stationary planar field-aligned
MHD bow shock flow with interacting shocks is then analyzed in terms of hyperbolic and elliptic
regions, steadyxy characteristics, limiting lines, and allowed shock transitions. With the help of this
analysis, a wave structure present in the bow shock flow can be interpreted as a double steady
compound shock. This interpretation is based on the complete analogy demonstrated in our analysis,
between thexy characteristic structure of this novel steady compound shock and thext
characteristic structure of the well-known time-dependent MHD compound shock. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!01103-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The equations of ideal magnetohydrodynamics1 ~MHD!
are widely used to model plasma flows in astrophysics2–6

and laboratory plasma physics.7–9 This system of equation
belongs to the class of symmetric hyperbolic system10

which have many interesting and well-defined properti
Ideal MHD allows for three linear wave modes, the fast ma
netosonic, the Alfve´n, and the slow magnetosonic wave, wi
~positive! anisotropic wave speeds satisfyingcf>cA>cs in
standard notation. Nonlinear interaction of these differ
wave modes can lead to the formation of a wealth of sho
and discontinuities.1,11–13

An extensive general theory exists for the characteri
properties of symmetric hyperbolic systems.10,14 This theory
has been applied early on to unsteady MHD flows10 and to
steady planar (Bz[0 andyz[0) MHD flows, including the
case where the magnetic field is aligned with the flow~field-
aligned or parallel flow!.15,16 More complete accounts of th
characteristic theory of steady and unsteady MHD flows
peared later.17–20

In more recent literature, characteristic analysis of ste
MHD flows has been applied to the study of astrophysi
flows3,4,21,22 and stationary symmetric and transon
flows.23,24 In these papers analytical solutions of the stea
MHD equations in two dimensions~2D! are obtained unde
various assumptions of self-similarity.
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In the present article we present a detailed character
analysis of a stationary planar field-aligned complex MH
bow shock flow around a perfectly conducting cylinder
two space dimensions. For low values of the plasmab,
switch-on shocks are possible and complex shock interac
phenomena appear13,25when the inflow Alfvénic Mach num-
ber is greater than one but smaller than a critical value. T
numerical solution of the symmetrical steady bow sho
problem in this regime was obtained by De Stercket al.13

~further referred to as DSLP98!. This bow shock flow con-
sists of two consecutive shock fronts and additional disc
tinuities. In DSLP98 fast shocks and tangential discontin
ties were identified in the steady flow. Moreover, t
presence of intermediate shocks was clearly proven and
shown to be essential to the global 2D flow structure.
thorough parameter study shows that the complex shock
pology is indeed closely related to the occurrence
switch-on shocks, and a very similar topology with interm
diate shocks is obtained for the axi-symmetrical field-align
flow over a sphere in the switch-on parameter regime.26

In the present paper we further investigate this com
cated bow shock flow using characteristic analysis of
steady MHD equations in two space dimensions~in the xy
plane!. A geometric view of this steady flow is presented
terms of transition lines, cusping of characteristics, limiti
lines, and elliptic and hyperbolic regions in the flow. Th
analysis yields a clear insight into a complicated nonlin
MHD flow with interacting shocks, and the consistency
the interpretation in terms of characteristics further valida
the numerical result obtained in DSLP98. Among the n
results to be presented are complicated steady MHD w
structures in two space dimensions which, to the best of

it
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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knowledge, have not been studied before. The presenc
shocks and the absence of any self-similarity assumption
new elements not present in earlier characteristic analys
MHD flows.3,4,21–24

The ideal MHD equations are nonstrictly hyperbolic,
linear wave speeds may coincide. The fast and slow M
waves are not convex,13,27–30 which leads to the possibl
appearance ofxt compound shocks in the solution of plan
one-dimensional~1D! Riemann problems. Anxt MHD com-
pound shock is a structure composed of a sonic intermed
shock~for which the upstream or downstream plasma vel
ity equals the fast or the slow characteristic speed in
shock frame! with an attached rarefaction which is a simp
wave.12,14,18 Note that the term ‘‘sonic’’ is used here in
broad sense, denoting the condition that the plasma velo
equals any one of the fast, Alfve´n, or slow MHD wave
speeds.24

Intermediate shocks and compound shocks~with embed-
ded intermediate shocks! have been found in time-depende
planar (Bz[0 andyz[0) 1D numerical simulations.27 The
results of DSLP98 show the first clear example of interm
diate MHD shocks in planar 2D simulations. In the pres
paper we will further investigate the planar bow shock flo
of DSLP98 and look for stationary 2D compound shoc
We will compare our results with the Myong and Roe30

study of time-dependent planar 1D MHD flows. They sho
analytically that most planar intermediate shocks do h
viscous profiles for the case where all the dissipative par
eters are equal, and that sonic intermediate shocks embe
in compound shocks are essential elements in the solutio
some planarxt MHD Riemann problems. We will investi
gate if our analysis of a stationary planar 2D MHD flo
confirms the findings which they obtained by studying tim
dependent planar 1D MHD flows regarding the MHD wa
features that can occur in the planar case.

The subject of the physical existence of intermedi
MHD shocks has a long history and is still debated
present. For a long time it was believed that intermedi
shocks are ‘‘nonevolutionary’’ and unphysical,1,11,12,17–20but
recent numerical and theoretical results27,29,30–40and recent
observations25,41–43seem to indicate that intermediate shoc
can exist in the real world. However, these findings are s
disputed.44–46 The clear presence of intermediate shocks
various types in the stationary planar 2D bow shock flow
DSLP98 seems to support the recent results which state
intermediate shocks are physical. However, it is importan
emphasize here that this bow shock flow belongs to the c
of planar MHD flows, for whichBz[0 andyz[0. Barmin
et al.44 and Falleet al.45 argue that for the restricted plana
system intermediate shocks are ‘‘evolutionary’’ and adm
sible, and can thus be expected in numerical simulation
sults when the simulations are restricted to planar flow,
that intermediate shocks should not occur in simulations
the full MHD system with three vector components, beca
they are nonevolutionary in the full MHD system and u
physical in the real world.

The question of the physical existence of intermedi
and compound shocks in a nonplanar context can clearly
be addressed by our present planar simulation results.
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2D simulation results with stationary intermediate shoc
may constitute a mathematically correct and stable solu
to a problem in the reduced system of planar MHD, and th
confirm in 2D that intermediate shocks can indeed exis
least in planar flows, but it remains to be seen if the int
mediate and compound shocks present in our 2D pla
simulation results, would survive in the more general f
MHD system which allows for nonplanar perturbation
given the debate on the physical existence of intermed
shocks in a nonplanar context. It is important to note that
obtain a very similar topology with intermediate shocks f
the axi-symmetrical field-aligned flow over a sphere in t
switch-on parameter regime.26 Future extensions of our bow
shock simulations to configurations in three space dim
sions ~3D! may be able to contribute to the answer to th
question. In the present article, we try to understand
analyze the intricate wave structures that arise in this co
plicated planar 2D MHD bow shock flow.

In DSLP98, the planar complex bow shock solution w
shown to contain an intermediate shock which is prece
and followed by steady rarefactions with the particular pro
erty that the normal plasma velocity is equal to a norm
characteristic speed at the points where the rarefactions
attached to the shock. This is one of the basic propertie
an xt compound shock.27,28 However, the correspondenc
betweenxt compound shocks~with an attached simple wav
rarefaction which is continuously expanding in time!, and
steady wave structures in two space dimensions (xy), is not
immediately clear and does not follow trivially from the re
spective governing equations, although a general concep
analogy can be expected between wave structures in thxt
and thexy planes, such as demonstrated for compress
fluid dynamics.47 Such a correspondence has also be
worked out analytically for simple MHD waves in thext and
the xy planes.18 In the present paper we will explore th
correspondence between complex wave patterns in thext
and thexy planes using characteristic analysis of the stea
MHD equations in two space dimensions (xy).

Our motivation is to understand the steady 2D bo
shock flow of DSLP98 in terms of its characteristic structu
First, characteristic analysis will clarify the global topolog
of the flow in relation with elliptic and hyperbolic region
and the flow of information. Second, the detailed wave str
ture of some of the wave patterns present in this flow will
clarified using characteristic analysis.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we w
present a concise derivation of some aspects of the cha
teristic theory of the MHD equations with two independe
variables~time-dependent MHD in thext plane and steady
MHD in the xy plane!, in preparation for the characteristi
analysis of bow shock flows in the rest of the paper. T
section serves to introduce the reader who is unfamiliar w
the theory of characteristics to the concepts, nomenclat
and notation that will be used further on in the paper, a
thus makes the paper self-contained. Moreover, our der
tion of this characteristic theory, based on the Galilean
variant symmetrizable form of the conservative MHD equ
tions with a source term48–50 and using a matrix
approach,19,22 is new and attractive in its own right, becau
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it gives insight into the structure of the MHD equations a
system of Galilean invariant conservation laws with a co
straint, and because in a simple, compact, and system
way we recover all the various results that are scatte
throughout the literature.10,15–20,22

We then apply this characteristic analysis to bo
shock flows. We discuss the setup of the bow shock flo
in Sec. III. The characteristic analysis of the multiple-fro
MHD bow shock flow of DSLP98 is quite complicated, so
is useful to gain some insight from more simple configu
tions first. We start out with the simple case of a tradition
hydrodynamic bow shock flow in Sec. IV, followed by th
characteristic analysis of a simple single-front planar MH
bow shock flow in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we discuss th
characteristic structure of the complicated multiple-fro
planar MHD bow shock flow of DSLP98. We discuss t
global topology of the flow and investigate whether or no
steady analog exists forxt compound shocks. We relate th
results of the analysis of the flow to recent findings on s
tionary symmetric flows24 and on xt MHD compound
shocks.27,30

Finally, we formulate our conclusions in Sec. VII.

II. CHARACTERISTICS AND RIEMANN INVARIANTS
OF MHD WITH TWO INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

It is useful for the purpose of this paper, to give a co
cise derivation of some aspects of the characteristic theor
the MHD equations10,15–20,22and an explanation of the no
menclature and notation we will use further on in this pap
We start from the general case with three vector compon
which gives insight in the complexity of the MHD syste
and the role of the¹–B constraint, and then show how th
complexity is reduced when we narrow our model do
stepwise to the case of steady planar field-aligned hom
thalpic flow.

A. The MHD equations

The equations of ideal one-fluid MHD in conservati
form are given by

]

]t F r
ry
B
e
G1¹•F ry

ryy1I ~p1B•B/2!2BB
yB2By

~e1p1B•B/2!y2~y•B!B
G

52F 0
B
y

y•B
G¹•B. ~1!

This equation has to be supplemented with the diverge
free condition¹–B50 as an initial condition. Herer and p
are the plasma density and pressure, respectively,y is the
plasma velocity,B the magnetic field, and

e5
p

g21
1r

y•y

2
1

B•B

2
, ~2!
a
-
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d

s
t

-
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-

-
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ce

is the total energy density of the plasma.I is the unity ma-
trix. The magnetic permeabilitym51 in our units. These
equations describe the conservation of mass, momen
magnetic field, and energy.

We have written Eq.~1! in an unconventional form with
a source term proportional to¹–B on the right hand side
~RHS!. This form of the equations, which reduces to t
more familiar physical conservation laws when we s
¹–B50, can be useful for certain purposes. Goduno48

proved in 1972 that this is the unique form of the MH
equations that is symmetrizable. It is a more general form
the MHD equations, in the sense that this form of the eq
tions remains Galilean invariant also if¹–BÞ0, as will be
explained in Sec. II C.

This form of the equations seems to be useful for so
conservative, shock-capturing numerical schemes, as poi
out by Powell.49 In some numerical schemes, the¹–B50
constraint is only satisfied up to a discretization error.
clusion of the RHS term is one way to assure that th
small ¹–B errors are consistently accounted for in a nume
cally stable way and do not lead to accumulation of
accuracies. An alternative would be to use a project
scheme, which applies an extra correction to the magn
field in every time step. This correction is obtained v
solution of an elliptic equation.51,52 In DSLP98 we have
used the projection method, but in the present paper
employ the source term method proposed by Powell.49 As
the reader can verify, the simulation results using these
different approaches are very similar. Only close to t
stagnation point, very small differences can be observe43

For this bow shock simulation, we thus have a slight pref
ence for the Powell source term method to control the¹–B
errors, because of two reasons. First, the source term
proach consumes less computing time than the projec
scheme. And second, it cures the¹–B problems more in
harmony with the hyperbolicity of the system, in the sen
that solution of an elliptic equation contaminates the unifo
upstream flow with small oscillations, whereas in theory t
upstream flow should remain untouched because in the
perbolic system signals cannot propagate upstream in
region where the flow is superfast. It may well be, howev
that for some MHD flows in different parameter regimes
with different boundary conditions, the projection scheme
more appropriate.53

We will show that the inclusion of this RHS term i
also essential for our derivation of the characteristic the
in a simple, compact, and systematic procedure usin
matrix approach. Characteristic analysis based on
symmetrizable form of the conservative MHD equatio
gives insight into the basic structure of the MHD equatio
as a system of Galilean invariant conservation laws wit
constraint.

B. Characteristic analysis

The basic concepts and definitions of characteris
theory can be most clearly presented for the simple sc
case. Consider a conservation law for thescalar quantity
u(x,t) which depends on two independent variablesx and t
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]u

]t
1

] f ~u!

]x
50, ~3!

or

]u

]t
1 f 8~u!

]u

]x
50, ~4!

where f (u) is called the flux function and the prime denot
a derivative with respect tou. If f 8(u) is real, then there
exist curvesx(t) in the xt plane such that

dx~ t !

dt
5 f 8~u!, ~5!

and thus

du~x~ t !,t !

dt
50. ~6!

Along these curves, which are called characteristics, the
tial differential equation@Eq. ~3!# reduces to the ordinary
differential equation~6!. The equation is said to be hype
bolic when f 8(u) is real and real characteristics exist. T
scalaru is then invariant on the characteristic curve and
called a Riemann Invariant~RI!. The slope of the character
istic l5 f 8(u) is called the characteristic speed. For the s
lar case, the characteristics are straight lines~when f only
depends onu and not directly on the independent variable!.
These concepts carry over to a system of conservation
with two independent variables in the following way.

Consider alinear system ofn coupled equations

]U

]t
1A•

]U

]x
50, ~7!

with U a state vector ofn conserved quantities, andA a
n3n constant matrix. Suppose an eigenvector decomp
tion of matrix A5R•L•L exists, with the columns ofR be-
ing the right eigenvectors ofA, the rows ofL being the left
eigenvectors ofA, R5L21, andL being a diagonal matrix
with the eigenvalues ofA on the diagonal. The system is sa
to be hyperbolic if all the eigenvalues are real. The syst
can be described in terms of the characteristic variableW
5L•U as

]W

]t
1L•

]W

]x
50. ~8!

This decouples the equations, and for every component oW
we have the conservation law

]wi

]t
1l i

]wi

]x
50. ~9!

If the system is hyperbolic, thenn characteristic curves exis
in real space, defined bydx/dt5l i . These characteristic
are straight lines, and eachwi is a RI on its associated famil
of characteristics.

A nonlinear system ofn coupled equations in quas
linear form with two independent variables is described b

]U

]t
1A~U!•

]U

]x
50, ~10!
r-

s

-

s

i-

m

whereA~U! can be the Jacobian matrix of a flux functionF
associated with a set of conservation laws—and is hyp
bolic in stateU if the eigenvector decomposition ofA~U!
exists and all the eigenvalues ofA~U! are real. The definition
of the characteristic variables]W5L(U)•]U is now only
locally valid. Characteristics exist if the system is hype
bolic, and the real eigenvalues ofA~U! determine the slopes
of the characteristics locally. The characteristics are in g
eral not straight lines any more, except in simple wave
gions, where one family of characteristics consists of strai
lines.12,14,18 Riemann Invariants do not generally exist, b
sometimes it is possible to find one or more functionsx i of
the dependent variablesU such thatdx i;L i•dU, which de-
finesx i as a Riemann Invariant. The mathematical interp
tation of characteristic curves is that derivatives normal
the characteristic curve cannot be determined from the g
erning equations, because the equations only specify de
tives along the characteristic curves. The solution on a ch
acteristic curve does not determine the solution
neighboring points not on this curve. This geometric pro
erty puts strict constraints on the posing of boundary con
tions, namely, that characteristic curves cannot serve
boundaries on which boundary conditions are imposed.
physical interpretation is that weak discontinuities propag
as waves along characteristics, such that a characteristic
able is locally conserved on its corresponding characteri
~whereas Riemann Invariants are globally conserved on t
characteristics!. Equivalently, the wave information carrie
by a local characteristic variable follows a strict characte
tic path and cannot escape in a direction perpendicular to
characteristic. It does not influence the solution in a nei
borhood not on this characteristic.

The above analysis was placed in anxt context, and the
theory of characteristics was related to concepts of propa
tion of physical waves in a time-dependent system. The sa
analysis can also be applied to steady state systems of e
tions, in which the time variable is not present anymo
Steady equations can also be hyperbolic, and by direct a
ogy we can relate the characteristic structure of steady e
tions to the stationary analogs of time-dependent wav
which we will call stationary waves. For instance, the co
cept of simple waves in MHD can be carried over from t
time-dependent context (xt) to the stationary context (xy).18

The formal analogy between the analysis ofxt andxy sys-
tems of equations, both special cases of the full equation
xyt—or evenxyzt—, can be clarified by the following con
siderations. In Sec. II C we will use this formal analogy
derive the characteristic properties of thext and xy MHD
equations in a unified and systematic way.

A general quasi-linear time-dependent system ofn first
order partial differential equations in two space dimensio
is described by

]U

]t
1A~U!•

]U

]x
1B~U!•

]U

]y
50, ~11!

with U a vector of dependent variables andA and B n3n
matrices. This system reduces to a system with two indep
dent variables for the case of a 1D time-dependent fl
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(]/]y50) and for the case of a 2D steady flow (]/]t50).
In the first case, the last term of Eq.~11! vanishes, and the
procedure which was outlined above can be used to study
characteristic structure of the equations. In the second c
the first term of Eq.~11! vanishes, and one can examine t
characteristic properties of the equation

]U

]x
1A21

•B•
]U

]y
50, ~12!

leading to characteristic analysis in thexy plane. The eigen-
values and left eigenvectors of the matrixC[A21

•B again
determine the type of the system, the characteristic direct
in the xy plane, and the Riemann Invariants.

C. Characteristic analysis of the MHD equations with
two independent variables

In this section, the above sketched general framewor
applied to the MHD equations and a derivation is presen
of some aspects of the characteristic theory of the M
equations.10,15–20,22We will analyze the symmetrizable form
of the equations@Eq. ~1!#, and will not use the condition
¹–B50, unless where necessary and stated. In this way
will be able to see how the characteristic structure of
MHD equations is independent of the¹–B constraint, and
when this constraint becomes important.

For simplicity, we consider a perfect gas, such that
sound speed is given by

c5Agp/r, ~13!

and the entropy is given by

s5p/rg. ~14!

The hydrodynamic stagnation enthalpy is defined as

hs[
g

g21

p

r
1

1

2
y2, ~15!

and will play a role in the analysis of field-aligned MH
flow.

Equation~1! can be written in the quasi-linear form o
Eq. ~11! with U5(r,yx ,yy ,yz ,Bx ,By ,Bz ,p) the vector of
so-called ‘‘primitive’’ variables@as opposed to the vector o
‘‘conserved variables’’ (r, ryx , ryy , ryz , Bx , By , Bz , e)
used in Eq.~1!#, and matrices

A53
yx r 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 yx 0 0 0 By /r Bz /r 1/r

0 0 yx 0 0 2Bx /r 0 0

0 0 0 yx 0 0 2Bx /r 0

0 0 0 0 yx 0 0 0

0 By 2Bx 0 0 yx 0 0

0 Bz 0 2Bx 0 0 yx 0

0 c2r 0 0 0 0 0 yx

4
~16!

and
he
se,

ns

is
d

e
e

e

B53
yy 0 r 0 0 0 0 0

0 yy 0 0 2By /r 0 0 0

0 0 yy 0 Bx /r 0 Bz /r 1/r

0 0 0 yy 0 0 2By /r 0

0 2By Bx 0 yy 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 yy 0 0

0 0 Bz 2By 0 0 yy 0

0 0 c2r 0 0 0 0 yy

4 .

~17!

The xt characteristic analysis yields the following re
sults. The eigenvalues of matrixA are

l1,25yx6cf , l3,45yx6cA ,
~18!

l5,65yx6cs , l7,85yx .

These eigenvalues are always real, meaning that the sy
is always hyperbolic, and the eigenvalues thus determine
characteristic directions in thext plane. The left eigenvector

L75~2c2,0,0,0,0,0,0,1! and L85~0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0!, ~19!

can be used to derive the Riemann Invariants

x75s and x85Bx . ~20!

For instance, the condition thatL7•dU50 in the direction
of the characteristic with slopeyx , can be written as
L7•(dr,dyx ,dyy ,dyz,dBx ,dBy ,dBz,dp)52c2dr1dp50.
This leads tods50, because it follows from Eq.~14! that
ds5dp/rg2gp/rg11dr5(2c2dr1dp)/rg. This means
that the entropys is a RI. Making use of¹–B50, it follows
from Eq. ~1! that Bx has to be constant inx and t, such that
Bx is a global RI ~with a constant value in the wholext
domain!, and can thus be eliminated from thext equations,
resulting in the more common description of 1D tim
dependent MHD with seven dependent variables. Here
can also clarify why we had to include the RHS term in E
~1!: Omission of this term results in an eigenvaluel850,49

which is not a Galilean invariant property, because a cha
in reference frame would changeyx and thus all the wave
speeds accordingly, exceptl8 , which would remain zero
also in the new reference frame. This zero eigenvalue ma
matrix A singular, such that the general procedure outlin
above to derive thexy characteristics, which usesA21,
would fail.

For steady state solutions thexy characteristic analysis
yields the following results. In the stationary case, the g
erning equations are not always fully hyperbolic. If som
eigenvalue of matrixC5A21

•B is not real, then its associ
ated characteristic does not exist. It is hard to find clos
expressions for the eigenvalues of matrixC5A21

•B, but
using software for symbolical calculation, we can easily fa
torize the condition det(C2lI )50 in terms of the variable

y'
2 5

~2yy1yxl!2

11l2 , ~21!
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which represents the square of the velocity component
pendicular to the characteristic, as the direction of the ch
acteristic is given bydy/dx5l. This factorization leads to
the following roots:

y'1
2 5cf'

2 , y'2
2 5cA'

2 , y'3
2 5cs'

2 , y'4
2 50, ~22!

wherecf' , cA' , andcs' are the fast magnetosonic, Alfve´n,
and slow magnetosonic velocities in the direction perp
dicular to the characteristic.18,22 For every condition~22!, if
real ls can be found which satisfy the condition, then t
associated characteristics exist and we say that the assoc
characteristic fields are hyperbolic.

The physical interpretation of these conditions is clear
they exist, then thexy characteristics are curves from whic
no wave information carried by the associated character
variable can escape in a direction perpendicular to the c
acteristic. For instance, the wave with wave speedy'2cf'

perpendicular to the characteristic cannot transport infor
tion in this perpendicular direction wheny'5cf' . This de-
fines the steadyxy characteristics as curves on which t
perpendicular plasma speed equals a perpendicular w
speed. We say that the flow is sonic in the direction perp
dicular to the characteristic.

The equation fory'4 always has two real solutions
l7,85yy /yx , meaning that the streamlines are twofold d
generate characteristics. The associated left eigenvector

L75~2c2,0,0,0,0,0,0,1!

and ~23!

L85~0,By /yx ,2Bx /yx,0,2yy /yx,1,0,0!,

and can be used to derive the Riemann Invariants

x75s and x85yxBy2yyBx5Ez , ~24!

with Ez thez component of the electric field. Making use
¹–B50, it follows from Eq. ~1! that Riemann Invariantx8

5Ez is a global invariant, as with¹–B50 the evolution
equation of the magnetic field reduces to the classical fo
of the induction equation]B/]t52¹3E. Then ]B/]t
52¹3E50 leads to]Ez /]x5]Ez /]y50.Ez can thus be
eliminated from the equations. The entropy is conserved o
streamline in continuous flow. However, it follows from th
MHD Rankine–Hugoniot~RH! jump conditions1,11,12 that
the entropy is discontinuous when a streamline crosse
shock.

The equation fory'2 always has two real solutions a
well, l3,45(By6Aryy)/(Bx6Aryx).

The equations fory'1 and y'3 are much more compli-
cated. Depending on the parameters, the equation fory'1 can
have no solution or two solutions forl. The equation fory'3

can have zero, two, or four real solutions forl, with the total
number of real solutions for the two equations not exceed
four. The slow and fast magnetosonic characteristic fie
can thus be hyperbolic or elliptic depending on the para
eters, and no simple formulas can be found as criteria
hyperbolicity. Graphical methods can be used to determ
the hyperbolic and elliptic regions of the equations.15–20,22

In the case of planar MHD (Bz[0 andyz[0), the Al-
fvén waves disappear, meaning that the families of cha
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teristics corresponding to characteristic speedsl3 and l4

drop out, both in thext and in thexy case. The other char
acteristic families remain unchanged.

For steady MHD in two space dimensions, if the com
ponents of the magnetic field in thexy plane are aligned to
thexy components of the flow velocity somewhere in thexy
domain, thenEz50 at that location. It then follows from the
analysis given above, that the magnetic field in thexy plane
has to be aligned to the flow everywhere, asEz is a global
invariant and thus vanishes everywhere. It can be pro
using the MHD RH relations, that this property is also co
served at shocks~as the tangential electric field is conserv
at a shock!. These properties establish the concept of ste
field-aligned MHD flow.

It is interesting to note that the characteristic structure
the MHD equations is independent of the constraint¹–B50.
The characteristic structure derived from the symmetriza
form of the equations@Eq. ~1!# is consistent and complete
without the need to impose the¹–B50 constraint. The con-
cept of field-aligned flow however requires that¹–B50, be-
cause only thenEz is a global invariant.

D. Characteristic analysis of steady planar field-
aligned MHD

The bow shock flows which we will analyze further o
in this paper, belong to the class of steady planar fie
aligned MHD. Therefore, we will now show how the abov
derived general results on characteristic analysis of the M
equations simplify for this special case.15,16,19,21,22

We introduce the variablea in Eq. ~1! with ]/]t50 by
taking B5ay. The steady MHD equations for planar field
aligned flow reduce then to a 535 system with U
5(r,yx ,yy ,a,p), and matrices

A5F yx r 0 0 0

0 yx a2yy /r ayy
2/r 1/r

0 0 ~12a2/r!yx 2ayxyy /r 0

0 a 0 yx 0

0 c2r 0 0 yx

G ~25!

and

B5F yy 0 r 0 0

0 ~12a2/r!yy 0 2ayxyy /r 0

0 a2yx /r yy ayx
2/r 1/r

0 0 a yy 0

0 0 c2r 0 yy

G . ~26!

Note that, consistent with our observations at the end
Sec. II C, the fourth row of the equations now automatica
leads to¹–„ay!5¹•B50, although we have only explicitly
imposed thatay5B, and not that¹–B50.

Analysis of the characteristic properties of this 535 sys-
tem yields the following results. The characteristic conditi
det(C2lI )50 can again be factorized in terms of the va
abley'

2 . This factorization leads to the following roots:

y'1
2 5c2~12a2/r!1y2a2/r and y'2

3 50. ~27!
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The equation fory'2 always has three real solution
l3,4,55yy /yx , meaning that the streamlines are threefold
generate characteristics. The corresponding left eigenvec
are

L35~2c2,0,0,0,1!, L45~2a/r,0,0,1,0!,

and ~28!

L55~c2/~ryy!,yx /yy,1,0,0!,

and can be used to derive the Riemann Invariants

x35s, x45r/a, and x55hs . ~29!

The entropy,r/a, and the stagnation enthalpy are thus co
served on a streamline in continuous flow. It follows fro
the MHD Rankine–Hugoniot~RH! jump conditions,1,11,12

that the entropy is discontinuous when a streamline cross
shock. However, the stagnation enthalpy andr/a are con-
served over a shock. The invariance of these three quan
along streamlines can also be derived by direct manipula
of the conservation laws of Eq.~1!. For instance, using
¹–B50 and B5ay, one can see that¹•~ry!5¹•~r/aay!
5ay•¹~r/a!1r/a¹•~ay!5ay•¹~r/a!. Because¹•~ry!50
in a steady state, this leads toy•¹~r/a!50, which means tha
r/a is conserved on a streamline.

The solutions of the equation fory'1 are

l1,25
ryxyy6A~y22c2!~a22r!~c2~a22r!2y2a2!

r~c22yx
2!2a2~c22y2!

.

~30!

If the factor under the square root sign is positive, then th
eigenvalues are real, and the equations are hyperbolic.15–22

This factor changes sign three times, viz. when the squar
the velocity equals

y25cA
2 , y25c2, and y25ccusp

2 . ~31!

The cusp velocity is defined asccusp
2 5(c2cA

2)/(c21cA
2) and

is the velocity of the slow wave cusp in the MHD Friedric
diagram.16,17 Note that we definecA as the Alfvén speed in
the direction of the magnetic field in the case of field-align
flow. This leads to a division of the parameter space i
elliptic and hyperbolic regions, as depicted in Fig. 1, for hi
and low b* , where the parameterb* is defined asb*
5p/(B2/g)5c2/cA

2 .
In Fig. 2~a! the local geometry of streamlines andxy

characteristics is sketched for the case of planar steady fi
aligned MHD in hyperbolic regions. The streamline is

FIG. 1. Elliptic and hyperbolic regions in parameter space for steady pl
field-aligned MHD. The top line corresponds tob*.1, and shows, asy2

decreases, a division in a fast hyperbolic region~Hf1!, an elliptic region
between the fast and the slow hyperbolic regions~Efs1!, a slow hyperbolic
region~Hs1!, and an elliptic region below the cusp speed~Ec1!. The bottom
line shows a similar division forb*,1. Forb* 51, c25cA
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threefold degenerate characteristic, and there are two a
tional families of characteristics~generalized Mach lines10,14!
which make equal anglesc with the streamline. These cha
acteristics can be of the slow or fast type, depending
which hyperbolic regime the parameters are in~Hf or Hs of
Fig. 1!. Division of the expression fory'1

2 in Eq. ~27! by y2

leads to the following interesting formula for the anglec
between the streamline and the characteristic@Fig. 2~a!#:

sin2 c5
y'

2

y2 5
M21MA

221

M2MA
2 . ~32!

The sonic and Alfve´nic Mach numbers are defined asM
5y/c and MA5y/cA . The flow is hyperbolic when 0
<(M21MA

221)/(M2MA
2)<1. For y25cA

2 (MA
251) or y2

5c2 (M251), y'
2 equalsy2 and c590°, meaning that at

such transition lines between elliptic and hyperbolic regio
the characteristics will be perpendicular to the streamlines
is shown in Fig. 2~b!. At transition lines of these types, cha
acteristics can thus only be parallel to these lines when
streamline is perpendicular to the transition line. Fory2

5ccusp
2 , y'

2 equals zero andc50°, meaning that at this type
of transition line between elliptic and hyperbolic regions, t
characteristics cusp parallel to the streamlines,3,21 as is
shown in Fig. 2~c!.

In some cases further simplifications can be made
the stagnation enthalpy is the same on every stream
~this is called homenthalpic flow!, thenp can be eliminated
from the equations, resulting in a 434 system with U
5(r,yx ,yy ,a). In this casel5 and x5 drop out, but the
rest of the analysis remains the same. Similarly, steady
nar hydrodynamics in 2D results in a 434 system withU
5(r,yx ,yy ,p). The results for this special case of vanishi
magnetic field are recovered by puttinga50, in which case
l4 andx4 drop out.

A summary of the results on characteristic analysis
the MHD equations with two independent variables is giv
in Table I. We are now ready to apply this characteris
theory to the analysis of numerically obtained bow sho
flow solutions.

As a final remark, we can note that the concepts of ch
acteristic analysis can be extended to systems with three
four independent variables.10,54 The matter becomes quit
more complicated, and necessitates the introduction of c
cepts like characteristic rays, surfaces, and cones. For

ar
FIG. 2. Streamlines~dotted!, slow or fast characteristics~thick!, and transi-
tion lines between hyperbolic and elliptic regions~dashed!, for steady planar
field-aligned MHD.~a! The two families of characteristics~thick! both make
an anglec with the streamline.~b! At transition lines where the plasma
velocity equals the sound speed or the Alfve´n speed, the characteristic
become perpendicular to the streamline. When the streamline is perpen
lar to the transition line, the characteristics will be tangent to the transi
line. ~c! At transition lines where the plasma velocity equals the cusp sp
the characteristics cusp and are tangent to the streamline.
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purpose of this paper, it is however not necessary to cons
systems with more than two independent variables.

III. BOW SHOCK FLOWS OVER A PERFECTLY
CONDUCTING PLATE WITH A SEMICYLINDRICAL
BUMP

In the following sections, we will discuss symmetric
bow shock flows generated when a uniform field-align
flow over a perfectly conducting plate is obstructed by
semicylindrical perfectly conducting bump or corner~Fig. 3!.
For sufficiently large inflow velocities a steady state bo
shock is formed. The flow can be studied in the left quadr
bounded on the right by a vertical line through the center
the cylinder, at which the flow is superfast.

The bow shock flows are obtained numerically by so
ing the time-dependent ideal MHD equations Eq.~1! on a
stretched polar-like structured grid using a finite volum
method which is second order accurate in space and t

TABLE I. Overview of some characteristic properties of the MHD equ
tions, for full (838) MHD @U5(r,yx ,yy ,yz ,Bx ,By ,Bz ,p)# in the xt and
the xy planes, and for steady planar field-aligned MHD@535, U
5(r,yx ,yy ,a,p)] in the xy plane. The first column labels the characteris
fields as in the text. The second column gives the characteristic directiol
or the condition ony' for every characteristic field. The third column give
the Riemann Invariants. The fourth column gives the multiplicity of the r
eigenvalues, and thus indicates if the corresponding characteristic field
hyperbolic or elliptic.

Characteristic field l or y' RI Multiplicity

MHD ~838!, xt

1,2 l5yx6cf 2

3,4 l5yx6cA 2

5,6 l5yx6cs 2

7,8 l5yx s, Bx 2

MHD ~838!, xy

1,2 y'
2 5cf'

2 0—2

3,4 y'
2 5cA'

2 2

5,6,1,2 y'
2 5cs'

2 0—2—4

7,8 y'
2 50 s, yxBy2yyBx 2

planarBiy MHD
~535!, xy

1,2 y'
2 5c2(12a2/r) 0—2

1y2a2/r

3,4,5 y'
3 50 s, r/a, hs 3

FIG. 3. Sketch of the bow shock flow configuration under study. A unifo
field-aligned flow over a perfectly conducting plate comes in from the
and encounters a semicylindrical perfectly conducting rigid bump or cor
A steady state bow shock is formed. The flow can be studied in the
quadrant bounded on the right by a vertical line through the center of
cylinder, at which the flow is supersonic.
er
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We use the Lax–Friedrichs numerical flux function44,52 and
Powell’s source term technique49 to keep the¹–B constraint
satisfied. The steady state solution is obtained by means
time marching procedure~see DSLP98 for details and refe
ences!. The numerical code used for these bow shock sim
lations was previously used for resistive MHD simulations
interacting hot filaments in a tokamak9 and for the simulation
of explosive events in the solar atmosphere.55,56

In the following sections, we choose the values of t
incoming flow variables as follows:r51,p50.2,yy50, By

50. The values ofyx andBx will be varied. The bow shock
flows considered in this paper are planar flows, which me
that Bz[0 andyz[0 in the whole simulation domain. Th
flow solution scales with the radius of the cylinder which c
thus be chosen arbitrarily. We chooser cyl50.125 and we
takeg5 5

3 for all simulations.

IV. HYDRODYNAMIC BOW SHOCK

In Fig. 4 we show the simulation result of a hydrod
namic bow shock withyx52 and Bx50 for the incoming
flow. The shock is clearly seen where the density conto
~thin solid lines! are piling up. The streamlines~dotted! are
double characteristics withs and hs as the corresponding
Riemann Invariants along these characteristics. The th
solid lines are the two families of hydrodynamic charact
istics ~Mach lines14! making equal anglesc with the stream-
lines. The thick dashed transition line is theM51 contour,
separating the subsonic elliptic region close to the cylin
from the rest of the flow, which is supersonic and thus h

l
are

t
r.
ft
e

FIG. 4. Bow shock flow for the hydrodynamic case (yx52, Bx50). The
shock is clearly seen where the density contours~thin solid lines! are piling
up. The streamlines~dotted! are double characteristics withs and hs as
associated Riemann Invariants. The thick solid lines are the two familie
hydrodynamic characteristics~Mach lines! making equal angles with the
streamlines. The thick dashed transition line is theM51 contour, separating
the subsonic elliptic region close to the cylinder from the rest of the flo
which is supersonic and thus hyperbolic. The Mach lines are perpendic
to the streamlines at the transition line.
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perbolic. The Mach lines are perpendicular to the streamli
at the transition line, corresponding to Fig. 2~b!. Limiting
characteristics14,24 ~or limiting lines! are the convex hulls o
characteristics which appear when characteristics of
family start to pile up and develop those convex hulls. Li
iting characteristics cannot exist in real flows, unless they
perpendicular to the streamlines. They are generally avo
through the appearance of shocks,14,24because at the locatio
of the limiting characteristic the solution would be multiva
ued. In the bow shock flow of Fig. 4 it is indeed seen th
limiting lines are not present, but that shocks bring the fl
from the upstream supersonic state to a downstream ell
~close to the cylinder! or hyperbolic~further away from the
cylinder! state.24

V. SINGLE-FRONT MHD BOW SHOCK

In Fig. 5 we show the simulation result of a fast MH
bow shock withyx52 andBx51 for the incoming flow. The
inflow plasmab is low, but these inflow parameters do n
allow for switch-on shocks~see DSLP98!, so that we get a
simple traditional single-front MHD bow shock. The chara
teristic properties of the flow are very similar to the hydr
dynamic case. Density contours~thin solid lines! pile up in
the shock. The streamlines~which are also magnetic field
lines! are dotted. The thick solid lines are two families of fa
characteristics making equal angles with the streamlines.
anglec is a little larger, such that the bow shock and t

FIG. 5. Bow shock flow for the fast MHD case (yx52, Bx51). The bow
shock has the traditional single-front topology, and the characteristic p
erties of the flow are very similar to the hydrodynamic case. Density c
tours~thin solid lines! pile up in the shock. The streamlines~which are also
magnetic field lines! are dotted. The thick solid lines are two families of fa
characteristics making equal angles with the streamlines. The thick da
transition line is theM51 contour, separating the subsonic elliptic regi
close to the cylinder~Efs1! from the rest of the flow, which is superson
and thus hyperbolic~Hf2 and Hf1!. The fast characteristics are perpendic
lar to the streamlines at the transition line. The thick dash-dotted line is
b*51 contour.
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characteristics are opened up a little compared to the hy
dynamic case. The influence of the magnetic field on t
angle is clear: The angle will always be larger than the c
responding hydrodynamic angle (Bx50), as

sin2 cMHD5
M21MA

221

M2MA
2 >sin2 cHD5

1

M2 , ~33!

for supersonic flow (M2>1).
We can determine the types of the hyperbolic and el

tic regions in the flow according to the classification given
Fig. 1. The parameterb* is smaller than one upstream, an
greater than one downstream from the shock, except
away from the cylinder~the thick dash–dotted line is th
b*51 contour!. The thick dashed transition line is theM
51 contour, separating the subsonic elliptic region close
the cylinder~Efs1! from the rest of the flow, which is super
sonic and thus hyperbolic~Hf2 upstream from the shock an
downstream far from the cylinder, and Hf1 downstream a
closer to the cylinder!. The fast characteristics are perpe
dicular to the streamlines at the transition line, correspond
to Fig. 2~b!. The comments regarding limiting characteristi
that were given in the hydrodynamic case, can be repe
for this fast MHD bow shock flow.

VI. MULTIPLE-FRONT MHD BOW SHOCK

In Fig. 6~a! we show the simulation result of the MHD
bow shock flow withyx51.5 andBx51 for the incoming
flow. The inflow plasmab is low (b50.4), and the inflow
parameters allow for switch-on shocks, so that we get a c
plex interacting multiple-front MHD bow shock flow. We
refer the reader to DSLP98 for a detailed discussion of
complicated flow. The anglec in the upstream part is large
than in the single-front case of Sec. V. The bow shock
opened up even more and a ‘‘dimple’’ appears in the sh
front near the conducting plate, where the front is no
curved convex outward from the cylinder. A second sho
front is seen to have separated from the leading shock fr
Additional discontinuities can be seen between these
shock fronts.

These complex shock interaction phenomena lead t
flow which is quite a bit more complicated in terms of cha
acteristic analysis. The dotted lines again indicate the stre
lines, and the thick solid lines indicate the two families
characteristics which are of the slow or fast type depend
on the location in the flow. Several separate elliptic regio
can be seen.

These shock interaction effects are described in g
detail in DSLP98. Here we will just identify the differen
shock fronts in terms of their shock type1,11,13and clarify the
global topology of the flow. Figure 6~b! shows a sketch of
the shock topology, with lettering labels that will be used
refer to shock parts. The possible plasma states upstream
downstream from an MHD shock are traditionally label
with the numbers 1 to 4, with state 1 a super-fast state, sta
2 sub-fast but super-Alfve´nic, state 3 sub-Alfve´nic but super-
slow, and state 4 sub-slow.1,11,13 In the leading front, shock
AB is a 1–2 fast shock,BCD is 1–3 intermediate,DE is
1–2 fast, andEF is 1–4 hydrodynamic. The second fron
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DGHI is 2–4 intermediate~almost 253–4 slow switch-off!.
EG is a 152–354 intermediate shock which is sonic bo
upstream and downstream.EH is a tangential discontinuity
and tangential discontinuities also stretch out from pointsD,
G, andH, along the streamlines towards infinity.

A. Elliptic and hyperbolic regions

In Fig. 7 we analyze the hyperbolicity of the flow. Th
thick solid line is theb*51 contour. TheM51 contour
~thick dashed!, the MA51 contour ~thick dotted!, and the
M cusp51 contour~thick dash–dotted!, are the transition lines
between elliptic and hyperbolic regions. We can label
regions according to the classification of Fig. 1. The inco
ing flow is hyperbolic of the type Hf2. Downstream of th
leading and the second shock fronts, and starting from ab
the flow is first hyperbolic of the type Hf2, and becomin
hyperbolic of the type Hf1 as theb*51 contour is crossed
Crossing theM51 contour brings us into an elliptic regio

FIG. 6. ~a! Interacting bow shock flow for the complex MHD case (yx

51.5, Bx51). A ‘‘dimple’’ appears in the leading shock front near th
conducting plate, and a second shock front is seen to have separated
the leading shock front. Additional discontinuities can be seen between
two shock fronts. Density contours~thin solid lines! pile up in the shocks.
The streamlines~which are also magnetic field lines! are dotted. The thick
solid lines are two families of fast characteristics making equal angles
the streamlines. Several elliptic and hyperbolic regions are present~b!
Shock topology of the interacting bow shock solution.
e
-

e,

of type Efs1, followed by a hyperbolic region of type Hs
when theMA51 contour is crossed. In Fig. 6~a! we can see
that the characteristics are perpendicular to the streamline
these transition lines. Further down, we reach the ellip
region of type Ec1 as theM cusp51 contour is crossed. A
this transition line, the characteristics show the expected c
ping behavior of Fig. 2~c!, as can be seen in Fig. 6~a!.

In Fig. 8 we show a more detailed plot of the interacti
region near the conducting plate. The incoming flow is H
and it remains Hf2 through the fast shock DE. Shock E
brings the flow into a Hs1 region a, as we cross theb*
51,M51, and MA51 contours simultaneously. From re

om
he

h

FIG. 7. Elliptic and hyperbolic regions in the bow shock flow. Dens
contours~thin solid lines! pile up in the shocks. Theb*51 contour~thick
solid!, theM51 contour~thick dashed!, theMA51 contour~thick dotted!,
and theM cusp51 contour~thick dash–dotted! separate the different regions

FIG. 8. Elliptic and hyperbolic regions in the bow shock flow near t
conducting plate. Density contours~thin solid lines! pile up in the shocks.
The b*51 contour~thick solid!, the M51 contour~thick dashed!, the MA

51 contour~thick dotted!, and theM cusp51 contour~thick dash–dotted!
separate the different regions. Region a is Hs1, region b is Efs1, and re
c is Efs2.
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gion a crossing theMA51 contour leads us to a Efs1 regio
b, and crossing theb* 51 and M51 contours leads to a
Efs2 region c. Near the conducting plate at the bottom, sh
EF brings the flow into a Hs1 region, as theb* 51,M51,
and MA51 contours are crossed simultaneously. Enclo
between regions c, b, and the Hs1 region at the bottom,
find a Hf2 region.

As could be expected, we do not encounter limiting lin
in this flow, but instead we find shocks. Shock transitio
exist between two hyperbolic regions~for example, from Hf2
to Hf2 through shockDE, and from Hf2 to Hs1 through
shocksEG, EF, andBD), between a hyperbolic and an e
liptic region ~for example, from Hf2 to Efs1 above pointB
(MA51 downstream of pointB), and from Hf2 to Ec1
through shockDG), and apparently also between ellipt
regions of different types@from region b ~Efs1! to Ec1
through shockGH], although we have to remain carefu
with our conclusions as the numerical resolution is not v
high in this small region. This last type of shock transiti
from elliptic to elliptic may be surprising at first sight, but
similar theoretical result has recently been reported, base
explicit solutions for stationary symmetric self-similar MH
flows, stating that this type of shock transition is possible24

The other shock transitions present in the bow shock fl
also belong to the theoretically predicted class of allow
shock transitions.24 We can conclude that the flow configu
ration, characteristic analysis, and types of shock transit
of our interacting bow shock solution are illustrations and
extensions of many of the recent theoretical results obta
from analysis of stationary symmetric self-similar MH
flows.24

B. Steady MHD compound shocks

In Fig. 9~a! we show a plot of the pressure along t
conducting plate close to the leading shock, and in Fig. 9~b!

FIG. 9. ~a! Pressure along the conducting plate near the leading shock.
shock is followed by a rarefaction.~b!–~d! Pressure, slow Mach numbe
and fast Mach number in the direction along the perpendicular cut thro
shockEG which is shown in Fig. 13~thin dotted line!. The shock is pre-
ceded and followed by rarefactions, which are sonic where they are atta
to the shock.
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the pressure is plotted along a cut perpendicular to sh
front EG ~as indicated by the thin dotted line in Fig. 13!. In
both cases, the shock is followed by a clear rarefaction. T
is topologically analogous to MHD compound shocks in t
xt plane. We will now investigate if these structures a
steady analogs of thext compound shock. We will first re-
view the characteristic properties ofxt compound shocks by
discussing a simple scalar example.28

The scalar nonlinear conservation law Eq.~3! allows for
discontinuous solutions~shocks! that propagate with a spee
s determined by the RH relation

s5
f ~ur !2 f ~ul !

ur2ul
, ~34!

whereur andul are the states on the right and the left of t
discontinuity.28

Let us consider as a first example the flux function of t
inviscid Burger’s equation, viz.,f (u)5u2/2. This function
f (u) is called convex, asf 8(u) is monotone inu and f 9(u)
does not change sign. In Fig. 10~a!, we show how a Riemann
problem with uniform left and right statesul51 andur50,
leads to a shock propagating with shock speeds5 1

2. If we
use for the moment the~naive, see below! geometrical shock
admissibility condition that characteristics have to enter
shock, then this shock is an admissible shock solution.
characteristics on the left and right of the shock indeed e
the shock, as the shock speeds lies betweenf 8(ul) and
f 8(ur), becausef (u) is convex.

Next, let us consider the flux functionf (u)5u2/( 3
2u

2

2u1 1
2). This function is not convex, becausef 8(u) is not

monotone as can be seen in Fig. 10~b!. For a Riemann prob-
lem with the same valuesul51 andur50, the shock speed

he

h

ed

FIG. 10. ~a! Solution of the Riemann problem forul51 andur50, with
convex flux functionf (u)5u2/2. From left to right: The shock~thick! is
admissible because the characteristics~thin! enter the shock;xu plot at the
time indicated by the dash–dotted line in the leftmost picture; the flux fu
tion; the characteristic speed function.~b! Solution of the Riemann problem

for ul51 and ur50, with nonconvex flux functionf (u)5u2/(
3
2u22u

1
1
2). A single shock would not be admissible because characteristics w

leave the shock. An intermediate stateu* can be found, which can be
connected tour via a shock, and toul via a rarefaction. From left to right:
The compound shock@shock~thick! with attached rarefaction~thin dotted!;
the characteristic in the rarefaction is parallel to the shock where the
efaction is attached to the shock#; xu plot at the time indicated by the
dash–dotted line in the leftmost picture; the flux function with the interm
diate stateu* ; the characteristic speed function.
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s51 does not lie betweenf 8(ul) and f 8(ur). This is possible
becausef (u) is not convex. This leads to an inadmissib
shock, where the characteristics on the left of the shock, w
characteristic speedf 8(ul)50, would come out of the shock
An admissible solution for this Riemann problem can
found by extending the model to one involving compou
shocks, which are shocks with an attached nonuniform
gion. An intermediate stateu* can be found, for which

f 8~u* !5
f ~ur !2 f ~u* !

ur2u*
5s, ~35!

meaning that stateu* can be connected tour by a shock
transition. On the left of the shock, the characteristic de
mined byf 8(u* ) will thus be parallel to the shock, and sta
u* can be connected via a continuous rarefaction wave w
the uniform stateul . In the shock frame,f 8(u* )50, and we
say that the solution is sonic where the rarefaction is attac
to the shock. A compound shock is thus a shock with a so
rarefaction attached to it. This rarefaction is of a finite exte
moving with the same speed as the shock, but spreading
continuously in time.

At this point it is important to add some comments
the physical admissibility of shocks. For nonstrictly hype
bolic and nonconvex systems, the admissibility of shock
quite complicated and the geometrical admissibility con
tion is not sufficient. So to be complete, the above discus
Riemann problem analysis based on nonconvexity of
ideal equations, has to be supplemented with an admissib
study based on models which take into account some of
physical effects that are left out in the ideal equations. W33

studies the admissibility of shocks for a scalar noncon
equation by including dissipative and dispersive terms,
finds numerically that the admissibility of the sonic shoc
which are embedded in the above defined compound sho
depends on the ratio of the dissipative and dispersive co
cients. For broad regions of the parameter space of the
sipative and dispersive coefficients, the conclusions from
ideal analysis remain valid, and compound shocks are ad
sible elements of solutions of Riemann problems, but
some parameter regions, the compound shocks do not o

The concept of a compound shock carries over to
separate nonconvex characteristic fields of systems of hy
bolic equations. In this case, the attached rarefaction wil
a simple wave, with the consequence that one family of ch
acteristics in the rarefaction will consist of straig
lines.12,14,18The MHD flux function is not convex for the fas
and the slow characteristic fields,27 and compound shocks
with embedded sonic intermediate shocks, can occur
MHD.

The admissibility of MHD shocks can be studied in t
MHD system with dissipative terms, and it is shown that t
admissibility of intermediate MHD shocks can depend on
form of the dissipation.29,30,33,34It is argued that dissipative
effects have to be taken into account in studying admiss
ity of MHD shocks, and that ‘‘evolutionarity’’ consider
ations, which are based on linear stability analysis of
ideal MHD equations, are insufficient to determine whi
MHD shocks can exist in physical reality.29,30,33,34
th
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As was discussed in Sec. I, we can say that altho
there seems to be quite general agreement that MHD in
mediate and compound shocks are theoretically admissib
the case of planar symmetry11,30,33,34,44,45(Bz[0 and yz

[0), Barminet al.44 and Falleet al.,45 based on evolution-
arity arguments, question if intermediate shocks can surv
in simulations in the full MHD system with three vecto
components,44,45and if they can exist in the real world. Con
trary to this, the theoretical results based on analysis of
dissipative MHD equations allow for intermediate shocks
persist for a considerable time in the real world, and poss
also for long times in special cases.29,30,33–36,40Wu35,36 ar-
gues that intermediate shocks, when exposed to nonpl
perturbations, will decay into broad Alfve´n waves. This
would however not happen in an instantaneous disinte
tion, as predicted by the evolutionarity theory,17,20 but in a
continuous process involving time-dependent intermed
shocks. Wu33 also shows that intermediate shocks can
formed through wave steepening of smooth initial profiles
is thus conceivable that when intermediate shocks prese
a 3D bow shock flow are perturbed by nonplanar pertur
tions and start to decay, this process can be reversed thr
wave steepening as soon as the perturbation has pa
Chao41 claims the observation of an intermediate interpla
etary shock. Observations of solar coronal mass ejectio42

reveal bright features which can be interpreted as sh
fronts. Those shock fronts can have a peculiar geometry w
a ‘‘dimple,’’ and this has been attributed to the possible pr
ence of intermediate MHD shocks.25,42,43

Our bow shock simulation results are the first clear co
firmation in 2D that intermediate shocks can indeed exist
least in the reduced planar system. However, the questio
the physical existence of intermediate and compound sho
in a nonplanar context can clearly not be addressed by
present planar simulation results. It is certainly interesting
examine these planar steady state simulation results to s
a steady analog forxt compound shocks can be identifie
We have to realize, however, that it is not sure if the str
tures identified in this planar flow would survive in simul
tions of the full MHD system, and if they can exist in the re
world, given the debate on the physical existence of interm
diate shocks in a nonplanar context. Future extensions of
bow shock simulations to configurations in three space
mensions~3D! may be able to contribute to the answer
this question. It is important to note that we obtain a ve
similar topology with intermediate shocks for the ax
symmetrical field-aligned flow over a sphere in the switch-
parameter regime.26

Myong and Roe30 show analytically that all planar inter
mediate shocks—except the 2–3 shock—do have visc
profiles for the case where all the viscous parameters
equal, and that sonic intermediate shocks embedded in c
pound shocks are essential elements in the analytical solu
of some planarxt MHD Riemann problems. They relate th
occurrence of compound shocks in the planar case to
inadmissibility of 2–3 undercompressive intermedia
shocks for which the compound shocks—with embedd
sonic intermediate shocks—are substitutes. They theo
cally predict the existence of doublext compound shocks
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composed of a fast rarefaction, followed by a 152–354
sonic intermediate shock, followed by another slow raref
tion.

A steady compound shock should have the followi
properties, based on carrying over the geometry of cha
teristics from thext case to thexy case. First, the flow
should be hyperbolic on the two sides of the shock. Seco
the shock should have a rarefaction attached to it which
simple wave with one family of characteristics consisting
straight lines. Third, thexy characteristics should be parall
to the shock in thexy plane, such that the flow is sonic in th
xy plane where the shock is attached to the rarefaction.
will now investigate several wave structures in the simula
bow shock flow to see if they fulfill these criteria.

We start with the leading shock at the conducting pla
Fig. 9~a! suggests that this could be a steady compo
shock. Figure 8 confirms that the flow is hyperbolic on bo
sides of the shock, but the behavior of the two characteri
families shown in Figs. 11 and 12, shows that this is no
steady compound shock as we have defined above. Ne

FIG. 11. First family of characteristics~thick solid! near the shockEF. The
thin lines are density contours. The characteristics enter the shock, so t
not a compound shock.

FIG. 12. Second family of characteristics~thick solid! near the shockEF.
The thin lines are density contours. The characteristics enter the shoc
this is not a compound shock.
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of the characteristics is parallel to the shock where the
efaction is attached to the shock, and the two families are
straight but interact in the rarefaction which is thus no
simple wave. This conclusion is consistent with the disc
sion in DSLP98, where it was shown that this rarefaction i
2D effect associated with the converging flow behind t
shock. The plasma speed equals neither of the wave sp
where the rarefactions are attached to the shock, as
shown in Figs. 8~f!–8~h! of DSLP98.

Figures 11 and 12 also reveal another interesting p
nomenon. As the pressure in the rarefaction in Fig. 9~a!
drops when going to the right, the characteristics in Figs.
and 12 straighten and form one coinciding limiting chara
teristic where the pressure reaches a constant state afte
rarefaction~at ;x520.185). This limiting characteristic is
allowed because the streamlines are perpendicular to it.
limiting line is a locus of weak discontinuity, where the pre
sure is continuous, but the slope of the pressure has a
continuity. This weak discontinuity connects the rarefacti
region with the uniform flow region behind it, and Fig. 8~g!
of DSLP98 shows that the flow is indeed sonic at the lo
tion of this weak discontinuity. The rarefaction region bo
dering the uniform region is, however, not a simple wa
region, such that this special configuration with a limitin
characteristic seems to be an exception to the rule th
uniform region in a stationary 2D flow can only be border
by a simple wave region.14

We now turn our attention to intermediate shockEG.
Figures 9~b!–9~d! suggest that this could be a steady co
pound shock with an embedded 152–354 intermediate
shock. The behavior of the two characteristic families sho
in Figs. 13 and 14, shows that the flow is hyperbolic on b
sides of the shock. The second family of characteristics~Fig.

is

so

FIG. 13. First family of characteristics~thick solid! near the intermediate
shockEG. The thin lines are density contours. The characteristics beco
parallel to the shock on the left and are straight lines, so this is a compo
shock.
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14! is parallel to the shock on the right, and goes into
shock on the left. The characteristics of this family a
straight on the right of the shock, indicating a simple ce
tered slow rarefaction wave with the characteristics app
ently converging in pointG. The first family of characteris-
tics ~Fig. 13! is parallel to the shock on the left~with straight
lines!, and goes into the shock on the right. The characte
tics of this family are straight on the left of the shock. T
intermediate shock is thus preceded and followed by sim
rarefaction waves which are sonic at the point where they
attached to the shock. This rarefaction–shock–rarefac
structure has thus all the defining properties of a compo
shock. This compound shock is sonic on the two sides, so
can call this newly identified steady wave structure adouble
steady compound shock@Fig. 15~b!#. Such a structure ha
been predicted theoretically recently in the context ofxt
compound shocks30 @Fig. 15~a!#. It has not been identified

FIG. 14. Second family of characteristics~thick solid! near the intermediate
shockEG. The thin lines are density contours. The characteristics bec
parallel to the shock on the right and are straight lines, so this is a comp
shock.

FIG. 15. ~a! Sketch of the recently theoretically predicted doublext com-
pound shock. The shock~thick! is preceded and followed by rarefaction
~thin dotted!, which are attached to the shock with characteristics paralle
the shock.~b! Sketch of the topology of the characteristics near the dou
xy compound shock which is present in our simulation results. The sh
~thick! is preceded and followed by simple wave rarefaction regions, wh
are attached to the shock with straight characteristics parallel to the sh
e

-
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s-

le
re
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yet in xt simulations, but it is noteworthy that we encount
the analogous steadyxy structure in our 2D simulation re
sults. This new steady structure is a manifestation of
nonconvex nature of the MHD equations, just like the so
intermediate shocks embedded inxt time dependent com
pound shocks are a manifestation of this property. We h
thus established by explicit example a remarkably comp
analogy between the characteristic structure of tim
dependent compound waves in thext plane and the charac
teristic structure of steady compound waves in thexy plane.
Following Myong and Roe,30 we can argue that this stead
compound shock occurs as a substitute for a 2–3 interm
ate shock which is undercompressive in the planar case

We suggest the following physical relationship betwe
the two kinds of compound shocks, those of time-depend
flows in the xt plane and those of steady flows in thexy
plane. If an initial plane compound shock taken in the tim
dependent sense and moving inxyt space with a sonic fas
rarefaction~which is expanding in time! attached to it, were
to slow down and become steady, then such a structure c
conceivably retain the property that the now steady rare
tion is sonic (y'5cf') at the point where it is attached to th
shock. This is precisely the defining property of a fast ch
acteristic in steadyxy space~see Sec. II!, which means that
all the points at the locus where the rarefaction is attache
the shock with a sonic speed, will lie on a steadyxy charac-
teristic parallel to the shock, thus explaining that the stea
xy characteristic will be parallel to the shock where the r
efaction is attached to it. This observation clarifies a natu
relationship betweenxt and xy compound shocks, which
could possibly be further explored by explicit numeric
simulation of the above proposed scenario. It also expla
why the flow in terms ofxt wave speeds is sonic where th
rarefactions are attached to the shocks in steady compo
shocks, as can be seen in Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a concise and system
derivation of some aspects of the characteristic theory of
MHD equations, and then we have applied this characteri
analysis to a complex field-aligned MHD bow shock flo
with interacting shocks.

We have started out with an instructive presentation
the characteristic theory of the MHD equations with two i
dependent variables, based on the symmetrizable Gali
invariant form of the equations and using a matrix approa
Our derivation is attractive because it is simple and syste
atic. The characteristic structure derived from the symme
zable form of the MHD equations turns out to be consist
and complete, without the need to impose the¹–B50 con-
straint.

We have then analyzed the bow shock flow in terms
characteristics, elliptic and hyperbolic regions, limiting line
and allowed shock transitions. Our results are an illustrat
and a 2D extension of many of the recent theoretical res
on characteristic structure and allowed shock transitions
were obtained from analysis of stationary symmetric se
similar MHD flows.24
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This analysis in terms of characteristics and elliptic a
hyperbolic regions gives insight into the global topology
the bow shock flow and into the flow of information in th
bow shock solution. A more important result of our analy
is, however, the discovery of planar 2D steady state M
wave structures that are exact mathematical analogs of
MHD compound shocks encountered in planar 1D tim
dependent flows. We have shown that the interacting b
shock flow contains a structure composed of a fast sim
wave rarefaction, followed by a sonic intermediate sho
followed by a slow simple wave rarefaction. Analysis of t
characteristics in the steadyxy plane, shows that this struc
ture has all the mathematical properties of the compo
shock that was previously studied in the context of planar
time-dependent MHD flows. We have thus establishe
complete analogy between the characteristic structure
time-dependent compound waves in thext plane and the
characteristic structure of the newly discovered steady c
pound waves in thexy plane. Even more significant is tha
this structure turns out to be the steady analog of the do
compound shock that has been predicted theoretically
cently in the context ofxt MHD compound shocks.30 We
suggested that this novel steady compound wave can be
terminal state of its time-dependent counterpart as an
tially time-dependent 1D flow relaxes to a 2D steady sta
Our findings are thus a new manifestation of the wealth
interesting wave effects that are described by the MHD eq
tions. It is important to be aware, however, that it remains
be seen if the intermediate and compound shocks prese
our 2D planar simulation results, would survive in the mo
general full MHD system which allows for nonplanar pertu
bations, given the debate on the physical existence of in
mediate shocks in a nonplanar context.

Our study of the bow shock flow shows that charact
istic analysis is a powerful tool that can give insight in
complex nonlinear flows, and this approach may be usefu
analyze numerically obtained solutions for solar and ste
winds and other astrophysical flows.53

Future work will include analysis of flow characteristic
and wave structures in 3D flows, where the field does
have to be aligned with the flow. The possible formati
and properties of intermediate and compound shocks in
space is an interesting and highly debated topic, and
complicating factor of noncoplanarity and stability to no
planar perturbations enters automatically in a 3D c
figuration.30,33–36,40,44,45These extensions of our bow shoc
simulations to configurations in three space dimensions m
be able to contribute to the answer to the question of
physical existence of intermediate shocks. Together w
DSLP98, the present article will serve as a reference for
future 3D work. Time-dependent simulations of this kind
shock interaction processes will be performed in the con
of solar coronal mass ejections.25 The intricate MHD wave
structures that are present in our simulation results, m
be observed in space plasmas with coronagr
observations42,43 or in situ satellite observations.57
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